
Y11 Eng. Language Lessons: T2W3 
T2 Week 3 
Lessons 1&2 

Learning Intention: To learn what resources are out there to help us consolidate 
our knowledge from AOS 1. To learn how to work through a text analysis as a 
group. To understand requirements for text transcription. 
Success Criteria: I can… 
 Check out prezi and quizlet. 
 Read the metalanguage list and AOS outcomes 
 Contribute to group discourse analysis 
 Understand requirements for PREP - transcription 

  Prezi - http://prezi.com/4vbo0ax_0hqa/english-language-terminology-revison/ 
Quizlet - http://quizlet.com/sarahpollard73 
  
PREP -  
 Use quizlet and prezi to help you developing your glossary 
 Find a resource you can write a transcription of 
 Attempt to analyse the transcript I provided today 

T2 Week 4 
Lessons 3&4 

Learning Intention: To understand the nature and the developmental stages of 
child language acquisition. To identify the major theories of child language 
acquisition. To develop ability to analyse a transcription of spoken language. 
  
Success Criteria: I can… 
 List the stages of language development for children 
 Identify the major theorists in the field of child language acquisition 
 Analyse a transcription of spoken communication 

  Checkpoint 
 Test 1: Section 1, questions 1a&b; Section 2, table. 

  
Read and take notes on developmental stages and major theorists 
 These are just preliminary notes 
 You should develop them for PREP 

  
Analyse a transcription of spoken language 
 Think about mode, function and context 
 Look for how the subsystems are at play/being altered 

  
PREP -  
 Re-read and take some notes on stages of language acquisition (88-92) 

and theories of language acquisition (102-108). 
 Find a piece of spoken language to transcribe and have a go at 

transcribing it (between 25-50 lines max) 
 Make sure you are adding to your glossary to fill all the gaps in your 

knowledge :) 

 

http://prezi.com/4vbo0ax_0hqa/english-language-terminology-revison/
http://quizlet.com/sarahpollard73

